Political and Social scientists, since the end of the 20th century, have been concerned about youth’s “withdrawal” from participating in public life. This paper addresses the issue of teaching Civic Education and presents new didactic and interactive tools that can be used in the educational process. Introducing the meaning of Democracy to students takes place in compulsory education but during Secondary Education is taught extensively with the aim of creating responsible and interactive citizens. Therefore, students are exercised in democratic procedures during courses, interactive learning and by electing students’ board into school premises in order to motivate political participation and political understanding. However, an individual is not considered as a citizen only on the election day. To this end, thematic workshops were designed and implemented by using the principle of deliberation in schools in the area of Thessaloniki (Greece), in the context of the course “Contemporary World, Citizen and Democracy” in Secondary Education. The workshops focused on the familiarization with the Greek and European Parliament functions into the school communities by interactive and experiential learning. At the end of this approach, a survey was conducted to students concerning their opinion about deliberation and electoral procedures. In that terms, we aim to develop a structured and interactive Civic Education curriculum that will help shape active and responsible citizens. Our teaching practice is based on mathematical skills and statistical concepts to cultivate further the concepts of democracy and representation.
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cultivate further the concepts of democracy and representation. In that terms, we aim to develop a structured and interactive Civic Education curriculum that will help shape active and responsible citizens.

**Teaching tools**

This approach proposes that the school / student community can develop mathematical and statistical thinking throughout the concept of Democracy and theme workshops. Students learn how to use the results of elections, calculate probabilities and take political decisions based on real facts. Our didactic approach was designed by using the following teaching tools: thematic workshops, deliberation, moderating, team-based learning (TBL), project activity, posters, choice-based conjoint questionnaire and evaluation of the results. Deliberation can be identified as a free dialogue based on equality of all participants debate and offers opportunities to express opinions. Thus, deliberation seems to be an increasingly common way wherein citizens participate in politics therefore students could be exercised in deliberation methods into their school. Surveys (Latimer and Hempson, 2012) prove that a deliberative dialogue is more likely to increase civic knowledge and to increase levels of anticipated participation in electoral policies.

Workshops introduce students to specified themes within additional activities which will integrate students into society. Workshops can build students’ confidence by discussing important things with minimum teachers’ supervision but in the presence of a friendly and young moderator. Workshops develop students’ teamwork skills and self-confidence. The workshops' themes were about students’ community, students’ council elections (school assemble), the European elections and political knowledge. Also, students, through interactive learning and TBL, can be familiarized with democratic processes and active participation in their everyday life. The aim of TBL is to familiarize students with electoral laws, electoral and party system. Moreover, TBL seems to be more efficient teaching method, than lecturing, which cultivates interactive students and motivates them to explore the concepts of representation. It is proposed that the teaching materials and teaching practices can be enriched with additional activities to familiarize students with parliamentary functions through (and) experiential actions. Team-based learning method, project assignments and workshops can be combined with additional activities that focus on simulating representative bodies into the school communities by interactive and experiential learning. Project assigning offers the opportunity to dedicate significant amount of class-time over students in order to plan and organize their work. Students will be served as citizens and comprehend how to develop critical thinking without teachers’ intervention. Moreover, students can interact with each other and broaden their horizon with practices like self and group-direct learning, shared decision-making and group project-based work.

The theme workshops were held under the supervision of the Department of Political Sciences’ students of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH), Greece. Undergraduate students had the role of the moderator as neutral participants in the debate. Students/Moderators’ goal was to organize the debate so as the participants could fully develop their argument about the discussed theme, held participants to time limits and tried to keep them from straying off the topic in the debate. In detail, moderators could freely implement their teaching approach by using posters, project activities or/and focus groups. First, moderators introduced the participants (Secondary-schools’ students) to the principle of the deliberation and afterwards organized the debate based on the workshops’ themes. The workshops focused on the familiarization with the Greek and European Parliament functions into the school communities by interactive and experiential learning. During the workshops, the participants answered to a conjoint questionnaire and at the end of this approach, another survey was conducted concerning students’ opinion about deliberation and electoral procedures.

**Political participation and education**

The fundamental principle of political participation and active citizenship in a democracy have been promoted in educational policies both internationally and nationally. These policies’ aim is to provide social skills and cultivate Participatory Democracy to young people. Active participation is considered a fundamental principle of the democratic systems, for politicians and political decision-makers (Council of Europe, 2010b). Strategy for participatory and comprehensive activities, as presented by the EU, the Council of Europe and other national education organizations, could be an attempt to combine practical application and civic education for effective public engagement (Birzea el al., 2005. Gollob, Krapf & Weidinger, 2010a, 2010b). A democracy needs active citizens and research-based policies to ensure that political participation is
effectively taught to students. Students as citizens will use the acquired skills, will be active and will contribute to the perpetuation of democracy (Council of Europe, 2002. Schulz et al., 2010a, 2010b). At the same time, policy updating guarantees better implementation of educational programs and continuous improvement. In these educational policies and related teaching materials as well as in related research on political education, the basic ideas of democracy are given but in fact they need to be consolidated. Democracy is often referred with emphasis as a good, fair and harmonious feature of European societies, but it should be supported by educating citizens who will actively participate in a democracy (Eurydice, 2005. Hoskins, 2006). Representation is the basic principle in modern democracies and every collective action is associated with forms of representation. For instance, the election of representatives is usually the primary method of introducing students to participation and decision-making policy.

In addition, debating and deliberating are characteristics of democracies, the institutions’ active participation policies and the practices of participation itself. The above seem to be taken for granted at European level of political education and the related research that is based on an expected common understanding of active political behavior, democracy and participation (Hoskins & Mascherini, 2009. Torney-Purta et al., 2001). Differentiations regarding cultural differences, gender or main political and social beliefs considered superfluous. Educational policies at international level are based on a unified concept of education policy which has good and bad practices nowadays. But despite theoretical, political, and educational differentiation and confrontation, unifying concepts such as democracy, active political behavior and participation as common model of European policy remains a challenge. Critical analysis of participation policies and practices prove that these problems are significant and cannot be ignored. Political participation can be considered as participation in public debates, and disagreements over the recognition of diversity (Held, 2006. Norris, 2011). That is why civic education risks of achieving the opposite effect; depoliticization, if it remains a mere pedagogical practice without the conditions for political participation and intervention. For these reasons, this paper presents a structured and interactive ‘Civic Education’ curriculum that will help shape active and responsible citizens. In schools’ communities we can develop students’ initiative and socialization skills. Political socialization is seen as a function, carried out by the political system, to convey politically relevant information, attitudes and values. Scholars can investigate the social structures, the processes and the factors that applied to maintain the party system (Sears & Valentino, 1997. Sherrod, Flanagan & Youniss, 2002).

The development of the field was based on the dynamic perception of the individual during his/her socialization, not only throughout understanding the existing political system but also contributing to political and social innovation. The dynamic nature of citizens’ socialization based on the view that politics founded on specific patterns of thinking can be changed and reversed (Fahmy, 2006. Feldmann, 2007). The main aspect of socialization theory is the view that the consolidation of the political system is required, but that it presupposes a process of critical reflection through the education of young people, understanding political phenomena while simultaneously controlling their effects on daily life (Furlong & Cartmel, 2006). The term of Civic Education is introduced to the educational process within the school premises and aims to political socialization. It is the individual’s assimilation to state’s values and social behavior. Typical examples are the participation of individuals in electoral processes and decision-making at local and national level. This process requires that students are familiar with the electoral and political system with the help of mathematics. Therefore, students are exercised in everyday examples on how to implement mathematics on the discipline of democracy and therefore motivated to learn mathematical and statistical concepts in order to be able to understand governmental policies and how to make personal decisions as responsible citizens.

METHODOLOGY

Survey sample and procedure

The survey conducted within the framework of the “Political Education Teaching” core course of the Department of Political Sciences, AUTH, Greece. Aiming to develop new teaching tools, we provided the appropriate guidance and teaching tools to undergraduate students in order to design, organize, and develop teaching materials with modern teaching methods. The 24 undergraduate students served as moderators, used their own material and presented it during a one-hour pilot teaching course in High Schools. The material was based on the students’ community features, the student’s elections, the European
Union and the European elections. The thematic workshops were designed and organized by using the principle of deliberation and team-based learning in schools during the academic year 2018-19, as part of the core course "Modern World, Citizen and Democracy" in the 2nd grade of High School. Moreover, students/moderators provided a one-hour tutorial to the participants based on the principle of deliberation while previously informing them about the process and educational purposes of deliberation. This intervention was implemented in 14 High Schools in the area of Thessaloniki (Greece) and 500 questionnaires were collected from High school students (participants). In every workshop, the participants completed two different questionnaires at the beginning and at the end of the teaching approach. During the workshops, data were collected by using a choice-based conjoint questionnaire and analyzed with Conjoint Analysis Method (Orme, 2010). And at the end, a second questionnaire was provided to the participants in order to state their attitudes, opinions and evaluation of the deliberation approach.

**Study instrument**

The first survey investigates the attitudes of students towards the European Union, the degree of political knowledge, the political motivation, the election vote intention, the interest in politics, the sources of information, values and perceptions of democracy and where they place themselves on the Left-Right political spectrum (0-10). Moreover, by using different representations of the Republic, the participants were asked to select 3 images (out of 12) that they thought relevant to the Republic.

During the workshops, the participants have the chance to express their opinion and evaluation of the deliberation throughout the scenario questionnaire. The participants stated the level of interest on the idea of thematic workshops and evaluated the didactic approach. Moreover, the participants evaluated 8 different scenarios that were shaped via different sets of characteristics / factors. The response scale is from 1 to 8. In our case, the profile set to “1” represents this combination of characteristics that will work best for the school community and gradually reach the “8” that represents profile options that the respondent thinks will be less effective. The scenarios were based on the School Assembly, Nominating students’ council and European Parliament election 2019 (the fist-time voters in Greece).

Regarding, the School assembly, every school year in Greece, during September, student’s elections are held wherein school council’s representatives are elected. The election of the fifteen members for the entire School assembly’s representatives is a simulation of the electoral process and the democratic principle of political representation and participation. The school assembly of each student community includes all students of each class in every school premises. It is the supreme body of each student community. Through dialogue and participation students are exercised to the democratic process. Consequently, students’ communities are suitable to cultivate initiative in schools. At this meeting, the students discuss and decide on the problems and issues that concern them (LAG2 / 336/1991). The question is how the school assembly should work according to the students’ opinion. In this scenario we asked the students to classify the eight profiles based on five levels of factors: the board election system (candidates or parties), representation (one student from each department or all), problem solving (active participation or counseling), election of the 15-member board (required or not) and the coordination of the schools at the municipal level (yes or no).

All members of the student community have the right to submit their candidacy or be nominated to the students’ council. Council elections should be held, after a candidates’ debate on student and school problems. The question concerns the criteria by which students vote for their representatives. The scenario questionnaire was based on five levels of factors: representative characteristics (assertive-consensual), priority (school or class), student / candidate performance (good student or not good), social skills (communicative or not) the popularity factor (popular or not).

Also, on 26 May 2019, elections were held for the election of representatives of the European Parliament. The questions in this case was about the voting criteria of the new voters. Factor levels were: party (ideological principles and worldview), individuals (candidates and political staff), important issues (programme address and proposals) and cooperation (meaning the need or not of parties willing for).

**Data analysis**

The method of Conjoint Analysis was applied to analyze the data (Halme & Kallio, 2011) in the IBM SPSS Statistics (25). Conjoint Analysis is an effective method for studies which focus on the formation of
behavior via the scenario questionnaire. Students at the end of each workshop were asked to prioritize the given profiles (scenarios). Conjoint Analysis allows researchers to explore and map individuals’ choices as a result of decisions between multiple and different characteristics / factors / profiles. These characteristics / factors are pre-defined by the researchers. Each time we explore a concept or situation, we determine the characteristics or factors that respond to the initial research goals and shape the profiles. We evaluated the utility of each factor and we analyzed the components of the total preference in order to estimate the relative importance for each characteristic or factor. So, the relative importance of each characteristic / factor shows its contribution to the “total preference” of the students. Based on the above, the orthogonal experimental design was used in order to estimate the main effects of the levels and the utility of each factor.

RESULTS

School Assembly

The results show that students consider necessary to elect the 15-member board in order to actively participate in matters related to their school unit. They vote candidates (individuals) and choose that each class should be represented separately. They also want to coordinate schools at a municipal level so that they can promote their problems / needs / issues to local authorities. The factor with the highest relative importance is the “15-member election” (25.3%) and the “election system” (22.2%) comes second in ranking.

Nominating students’ council

Students prefer their board representatives to be students with good performance in class, and popular with communication skills. They vote students who have high interest in their school and take initiatives. The factor with the highest relative importance is the “priority” with 31.1% and “communication skills” (25.8%) in ranking.

European Parliament election 2019, the fist-time voters in Greece

The analysis shows that “party” is the most important factor, followed by “cooperation”, “important matters” and “persons”. Moreover, the participants stated that they take into consideration the ideological principles of the parties, their position on cooperation, their pre-election positions and eventually the candidates and political staff. The factor with the highest relative importance is party (30.6%) and cooperation (28.0%).

Principle of deliberation

At the end of the workshops, the participants assessed the principle of deliberation and the process followed. 78.0% of the students stated that the consultation process was useful and 72.0% said they were sufficiently informed about the issue under consideration. Upon completion of the workshop, 18.0% stated that their initial view of the subject had not improved at all, while 80.0% of students said that their initial view had improved (“very” by 6.0%, “quite” by 30.0% and “little” with 44.0%).

Elections and political knowledge

Students trust the European Union (38.0%), believe that there are no common European policies (62.0%), believe that the European Parliament should have more powers (48.0%) and that European citizens should be more involved in decision making (86.0%). They feel that they are not informed about institutions and policies (55.0%) and think that our country’s opinion (43.5%) and their opinion (53.5%) are not taken under consideration in the EU.

Regarding their intention to vote, 72.8% intended to vote, 10.4% said that would cast an invalid / white vote, 13.3% would abstain and 3.5% did not respond. Of the total number of students, 1.0% has been excluded because they did not have the right to vote at that time. 40.0% of students stated that they are interested (“very” and “quite”) in politics, 46.5% “little” and 12.5% “not at all”.

Of the total number of students who said they would vote (16.0%), there is no justification for their decision. Of the rest (multiple choice), 50.0% would vote due to sense of responsibility, 43.2% said for the experience, 26.5% referred to citizenship, 28.8% referred to collective responsibility and 18.7% would advocate for the future. Those who said that they would cast an invalid /white vote or would abstain,
justified their decision by 31.8%. Of the rest, 38.8% said they had no opinion, 31.3% lacked information and
27.5% lacked confidence in parties and politicians.

Regarding the forms the political motivation, 19.0% prefers forms of collective action, 20.0% choose
to operate via social media, 21.0% opt for individual deliberation and 40.0% do not take any action. Only
5.0% of them said they are not interested in politics. The other students who report their two main sources of
information: the first in the list is the Media (Television, Radio: 53.0%) and the second is family (43.5%). One
in three (34.0%) is informed by social media and one in four by the Internet. 14.5% gets information from
social environment and 5.0% from newspapers and magazines.

The Left-Right political spectrum classifies the participants’ political position from the left to the
right. Self-placement on the Left-Right spectrum shows a normal distribution curve at the center, implying
that this is where majority opinion lies (mean 4.77).

**Diagram 1:** Left-Right political spectrum
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The first image depicts a symbolic representation of the representative Republic (46.0%). More than
30.0% of the images depict "Ancient Greece" (38.5%), "Protest" (37.0%), "Direct Participation" (36.0%) and
"Direct Democracy" (31.0%).

**Picture 1:** Representative Republic  
**Picture 2:** Ancient Greece  
**Picture 4:** Direct Participation  
**Picture 5:** Direct Democracy
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DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS

To summarize, we designed and organized workshops that cultivate the democratic principles. Modern and interactive teaching methods (Biesta and Lawy 2006, Biesta 2011) should be developed in order to cultivate democratic principles and familiarize students with the institutions function in state, integrate and comprehend those principles, the electorate, the Parliament, the government and citizenship (Nicoll et al. 2013). Moreover, students can interact with each other and broaden their horizon with practices like self and group-direct learning, shared decision-making and group project-based work.

This didactic approach was designed by using; thematic workshops, deliberation, moderating, team-based learning (TBL), project activity, posters, choice-based conjoint questionnaire and evaluation of the results. The implemented thematic workshops organized by using the principle of deliberation seemed to be fruitful. Through this approach, the aim was to encourage students to become active citizens with the skills of responsibility, social solidarity and collective action. In addition, we tried to promote statistical thinking and to cultivate further the concepts of democracy and representation. In that terms, we developed this Civic Education curriculum that will help shape active and responsible citizens.

Utilizing workshops can provide efficient atmosphere in class to stimulate public discourse about representation issues and the role of representatives. This method can also provide tools for designing the appropriate framework for integrating students to electoral procedures and towards deliberative dialogue to increase civic knowledge and to increase levels of participation in electoral policies. Workshops are highly recommended in order to formulate and establish democratic principles, the representative system, “good” citizenship behavior (Reichert 2016), and generally engaged students into civic society. During our teaching initiative, students/participants seemed to be intrigued and interested in the idea of thematic workshops.

Nowadays, we are witnessing the beginning of an experiment with new and innovative forms of micro-democracy of “governing with the people”, and we are more and more open to different forms of civic participation (Schmidt 2006, Elster 1998, Manin 2005, Bobbio). Deliberation can be identified as a free dialogue based on equality of all participants argument context and offers changes to initially held opinions (Elster 1998, Manin 2005). Thus, deliberation seems to be an increasingly common way wherein citizens participate in politics therefore students could be exercised in deliberation methods into their school board. Surveys (Latimer and Hempson 2012) prove that a deliberative dialogue is more likely to increase civic knowledge and to increase levels of anticipated participation in electoral policies.
Further, it could be useful to establish the interaction with school communities in other European countries. So, students of High Schools could communicate with students in other countries by exchanging opinions and noting similarities and differences between their communities. Students would identify similarities and differences in the characteristics of democratic process, education, culture, politics and teaching methods that are used and comprehend the concept of Democracy in comparison with other students. Therefore, it could be used an exchanging program for students (e.g. Erasmus+) in order to live and experience the everyday life in other school communities and observe other school councils.

Finally, this teaching approach is an ongoing procedure. The interest of the undergraduate students of the Department of Political Sciences, in teaching Civic Education and students of Secondary Education willingness to participate in our initiative, sets the pace for us to organize new workshops.
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